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Report of a conference of supervisors of in8truction in shopwork and drafting
iln the public schools, ca.lled by the United States Commissioner ot Education,
and held at Rochester, N. Y., W ednesday, April 5, 1922.

By WILLIAM T. BAWDEN,
Assistant to the Com11>issio11er, Bureau of Ed<uoot>ion.

Representatives from 11 States, the District of Columbia, and
Canada,. were present, as follows : New York, 67; New Jersey, . 16 ;
Pennsylvania, 11; Massachusetts, 7; Rhode Island, 3; Connecticut,
3; Illinois, 2; Maryland, 2; Ohio, 2; California, 1; New Hampshire,
1 ; ·District of Columbia, 2; Ontario, Canada, 1 ; total, 118.
PROGRAM.
Chairman: WILLIAll£ T. BAWDEN, United .States Bureau of Education.
Gcm.m·al Topic: " MEASURING THE STUDENT'S PROGRESS IN SHOPWORK."

"The successful teacher visualizes a definite goal to be reached, formulates
some means of ·measuring the progress he is making toward the goal, and
adopts some method of determining when he has arrived."
(1) Objectives in Educational Shopwork: Definite Outline of Ground to be
Covered; Clear Statement of Objectives to be Reached; Arrangement of Material in "Teaching Units"; Adjustment to Capacit y and Maturity of Student
R. H. Rodgers, State Department of Education, Albany, N. Y.
(2) Methods of Recording Completion of Successive Portions of the Work;
.M easures to Prevent Omission of Essential Fea-tures. William E. Roberts.
Supervisor of Manual Training, Cleveland, Ohio.
(3) Objective Tests of Performance or Attainment. Verne A. Bird, Director
of Vocational Education, Utica, N. Y.
( 4) Discussion from the floor .
. (5) Summary of discussion. Dr. Arthur D. Dean, Teachers College, New
York City.
·

OBJECTIVES IN EDUCATIONAL SHOPWORK.
BY, R. H . RoDGERS.

Shopwork is a recognized subject in the curriculum of the public
schools. Its presence is justified on the general grounds of con16990"-22
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tributing valuable educational experi.ences. Valuable educational
(:'Xperiences in terms of shopwork will vary according to the established 'objectives. Determination and ·recording of progress of individual students in terms .of the accomplishment of specific objectives is an absolute essential Of effective instruction. ·
(1) Established Objectives as the First Requisite for Measuring Students'
Progress.

School work of any kind offered without well-defined and explicit
objectives will be aimless and ineffectual. Objectives for the various
kinds of shopwork should be variable. The variability will depend
on certain common factors: Capacity and interests of students-; time
devoted to the subject; equipment and facilities available for instructional purposes. Objectives should furthermore not be interpreted in terms of class accomplishment alone, but should give
:recognition to individual progress. Objectives may therefore be .
classified as class, group, or individual
Objectives must be recognized as the scale against which student
accomplishment is checked and therefore the determinator of all
instructional procedure.
Each project should be considered with reference to the extent ·
to which it dovetails into the broad obj·ectives of the course of instruction. We should be able to say something more specific than
simply that we are giving this piece of work for its general educational values. We have this necessity emphasized in our part-time
continuation school programs.
(2) Providing Means to . Attain the Objectives as a Requjsite for Students'
Progress.

Students' progress is almost entirely d.etermined by the means provided to attain the objectives. Given pupils, an objective well established and understood, a definite period of time for instruction, and
the essential equipment and supplies, ·it is then the problem to bffer
instruction of such a character as to warrant measuring and.recording. Fundamental means other than those indicated above may be
readily stated :
·
Fundamental means of instruction include( i) Outlines of instructiOnal material.-Course of study should
develop from analysis of accepted practices in the field of shopwork
involved. Every unit should be justified by its educational contribution in terms of the objectives. Courses of study should be
adjustable to individual needs, a series of guideposts leading to
well-defined educational results.
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(ii) O.rg.(Jffl,izatwn of units of instruc~on.-Teachers' lesson plans
· are a device to promote .a high type of .teaching. . Individual instruction sheets and selected -graded material facilitate student progress
according to ability. Preparation of explicit instructional material
.is es~ential to csuccessful teaching.
·
(iii) . ..Special tea.cliing · rnxzterial.-=--Shop instruction ·: (class, group,
or. indiviqual) :is most effective when supplemented by carefully
prepared objective material-charts, pictures, exhibits, models, type
constructions. , - i
(iv) &tfi<:ient clflJ!s management.-Class -managemeiit with· attendant problems of assigning and routing pupils, discipliD.e; and orde-rliness, care and upkeep of shop, are vital factors in student progress.
· .( v) Ef!ecflive teach.inu.-Organization and system without instruc. tion based on accepted pedagogical principles are .. largely wasted
effort. All instruction m,ust observe a common groop:o'f'la-ws centering around the learning process.
.
·.
··
The practices of. shopwork teaching ·are in. need of· numerous ·refine.J?ents. ·Looseness ·in establishing objectives and ~ppraising instruction in terms .of such aims is oile of the foremost shortcomings.
Any effort that promotes understanding of this: problem on part of
shop teachers, and appropriate resulting action, wiU unquestionably
be productive of measurable resUlts in a positive direction.
METHODS OF -RECORDING COMPLETION OF SUCCESSIVE
. .
PORTIONS OF THE WORK.
· By

WILLIAM

E.

ROBERTS:

Manual training in the schools. has had rath~r d~finite ·goals, and
·fairly definite means have been adopted for attairting·them. Nevertheless, great changes have come about during the past few years.
The development of the work in junior high s2hoolS, and extension of
the ·scope of manual arts in the schools, have· served· to make the
problems of shop and laboratory work much less simple generally.
Under the old conditions the manual-training shop was often set
off in a corner of the basement or attic, and the shop teacher was too
frequently isolated from the life of the school. Now, in the junior
high school especially, the shop teacher is·out in the limelight. He
is called into conference on:questions relating to the curriculum, and
has much to contribute to the solution •of problems of tne entire
.
school.
This discussion will be limited to the work of the eighth and ninth
grades and below, and will deal with practical examples of ·school
shopwork- for illustration.
·
(1) Methods in industrial arts.
(a) The individual or craftsman method.
(b) The quantity production or factory method.
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(2) What we mean by quantity production in the school shop.
' ( 3) How far can we simulate factory methods .?
( 4) Difficulties of handling quantity production work in schools
are due mainly to:
·
(a) Failure to recognize differences in conditions of ·work and
aims in the factory and the schools. In the factory we find adult,
experienced, skilled workers engaged eight hours daily ; in the school
we deal with .children who are immature, inexperienced, unskilled,
and who come to us for not to exceed three hours per day under the
most favorable conditions. We assign 20 or more learners to one
teacher; in industry we seldom find more than one learner or helper
to 10 or 20 skilled workers. In industries the· job is the most important factor in the individual's life; in the school the shopwork is
merely one of Several equally Important interests. · In industry the
aim is production; in the school the primary aim is boy and girl
development.
·
(b) Lack of effective organization in· the school shop is frequently
a source of trouble and failure to secure expected results.
( 5) Methods of production. Three types of school shopwork may
be adapted to quantity production methods:
(a) All handwork.
(b) Use of machinery, adopting factory methods as far as practicable.
(c) Handwork supplemented by the use of jigs and fixtures.
Parenthetically, it may be said that this work should have in view
general educational aims primarily. Out of it may come for some
pupils prevocational values, vocational guidance and direction, and
even definite vocational values. But we can not properly expect to
achieve these ends for all pupils.
.
(6) Organization of the school shop for production.
( a) Group organization, with one . pupil serving as· foreman m
each group.
(b) Occasional shifts, to insure to each pupil participation in a
variety of work and to balance production.
(c) Class instruction.
(7) Directing production.
(a) Measure of individual accomplishment.
(b) Control of production.
(c) Shop forms used should be simple, few in number, easily used
and understood. It is well also to have some uniformity in size and
appearance, with distinctive colored papers. In the Cleveland schools
we use four forms: Requisition, shop order, time sheet._ cost sheet.
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(d) Routing of work.
(e) Control chart. One of the chief difficulties in handling a
class: on a quantity production basis is to keep informed as to the
activities, progress, and achievements of the individual workers. In
Rochester we have evolved a control charno help solve this problem.
See Figure 1. The use of this device was suggested by observing a
control chart in use in _a clothing factory.
·
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Fro. 1.--Control chart, used in keeping a record of the perform8Jlce of individual pupils.
'l'bls is to be reproduced as a wall ch-art about 3 feet high, using the blackboard or large
sheet of paper. The required operations are listed at the head of the verti~l columns,
and pupils' names are listed on the horizontal lines. Large figures In the appropriate
squares Indicate the number·of pjeces as!gned to each pupil under each operation. Small
exponent figures are used to indicate the order in which each pupil follows his assign·
m~nt. Pupils check assignments as completed. A glance a t the chart at any moment
s hows approximately how many of each operation have been completed and how many
pupils have participated In each operation.

OBJECTIVE TESTS OF PERFORMANCE OR ATTAINMENT.
By VERNE A. BIRD.

(1) The present general interest in testing is due largely to the
United States Army experience with the tests and methods previously developed in the laboratory of the psychologist.
(2) Two kinds of tests have been developed:
(a) _The general intelligence (psychological) test, which seeks to
measure "native ability or capacity for training."
(b) The standardized subje~t t~, which measures " present
knowledge or skill."
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The use of the general intelligence test is giving teachers a tOol by
mea!ls of which to sort out the pupils according to mental ability;
and then, too frequently, they assign to the sho.p courses ·these·pupils
who make a poor showing in the tests. I believe we should set up
our standards of shopwork so high that the work c.an not be done by
pupils who do not have a high degree of ·mental ability.· It is possible, of course, to develop special work for individuals of low intelligence and ability; but we must maintain high standards in ourvocational courses for the skilled trades.
(3) The objective test of this.discussion is of the second type, and
has for its purpose, not the discovery of capacity for training or
special ability, but actual skill or ability to do a certain thing and
present knowledge.
The discussion proceeds from the viewpoint of the need for such
standardized shop tests :.
(a) Jn their relation tO the standardization of courses of study and.
·
·
equipment.
(b) As .affording a means for checking instruction and accomplishments in any shop against a norm.
·The .speaker then exhibited a model of a cross-feed graduated col-.
lar, suitable for a machine-shop project, and copies of an examina-·
tion sheet. This sheet contained the necessary drawings and printed.
instructions for the student. The methods used in formulatingr
standardizing, and administering the test were expfained l:n detail. 1
.

DISCUSSION.

.

John A. Randall, secretary of the Army Advisory Board and president of the 'R<>chester Mechanics Institute, was present, and upon
invitation gave an account of the Army e:x;perience with trade tests.
He called attention to the potential value of such testS in the schools.
Based on a careful analysis of the skill and knowledge needed by the.
successful worker the tests serve as a hurdle upon 'which the man
must drill until he can get over it in standard time. ·
The objective test prevents the work from being considered a matter of pleasing the teacher or gaining a certain grade. The satisfactory complet!on of the tes't is a definite goal which the ~tudent
can visualize and .understand, and he himself can judge ·the success
of his performance.
· . ·
At present objective testsbave not been worked otit for many of the
shop subjects offered in the public schools. Much developmeBt work
remains to be done, but the experience in the Army suggests that ef1 For a tun description ot the test see: "A study in the correJation of general intelUgcnce and progress in learning machine-shop worlc a s related' to the problems ot educa.- ·
tiona! guidance," by Verne A. Bird, Indus. Educ. Magazine, XXIV, September, 1922,

pp. 67-69.
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forts· along this line will" ·be· richly rewarded.·· One thing seems to
be fairly well' established by the Army ·experience-it is possible to
formulate a, tes,t 'f~r. vocational guidance purposes that will p~ognost~cate mechani~l · l!.,ptitude.
·
·
,
·
One speaker raised the very suggestive question: Should we be interested in a selieetive test or in an eliminative test~ Is it the business
-of the school to' study every individual pupil with' the ·view ·to deter~irig the best't.h at CP.n bs done for him, or should we pride our.selves ·on our skill in eliminating those whom we deem unfit for the
particular educational program we are promoting~ Unquestionably
the public schools must choose the former alternative.
SU"Yllt:ARY OF i>ISCUSi:UON •

. . In summa:rizing the discussion, Doctor Dean reviewed briefly the
e(Jucational philo.sophies of Deila Vos, Runkel, Woodward, Kilbon,
Murray, G. Stanley Hall, Balliet, Larssen,. Richards, and Bennett,
and pointed out that it is impossible to test the objectives of these
various succeeding specialists by standards of mechanical workmanship. Yesterday I saw at Teachers College a small project which
could be made in the shop by a capable boy in about two hours, but
a whole month's work in history is bound up in it. How can you test
such a piece of work by the methods suggested here to-night~
It is well that this discussion emphasizes the importance of objectives.. We need to study child life, and to consider its various ages
and periods. Our objectives t;mist be variable, and adapted to these
8uccessive ages and periods.
The leaders of the Boy Scouts and Camp Fire Girls movements
have been singularly successful in setting up objectives and tests of
prof;iciency and attainment. Shop teachers may well study their
·methods . .
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